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We are thrilled to announce our new collection of 

 

Wall décor – Clocks & Wall art 
 

 

Brookpace Fine Art manufactures a selection of highly decorative pictures like reproduction maps and 

oleographs featuring a hand-finished technique that recreates the character of an original oil painting.  

 

Our new Entomology collection features over 40 detailed images including insects, beetles, moths and 

butterflies, each laboriously photographed by renowned micro photographer David Spears. The magnification 

of these specimens shows astonishing details and colors, dramatic forms and nature at its most sophisticated 

and beautiful.  Truly mesmerizing! 

 

This season we are completing our famous dog characters oleography range with some quirky gents and ladies 

with animal heads. Blending classic and modern, these surreal reproductions will fit with any interior with a 

sense of humor. Hope you like it! 

 

The impressive Manhattan range includes iconic photographs of Hollywood and British stars from Audrey 

Hepburn to Kate Moss, striking city architecture from the Eiffel Tower  

to London Bridge and legendary sporting moments from the British Grand Prix to polo.  

The Versailles collection of historic and well-known newspaper front pages depicting memorable moments 

from our recent past.  

 

 

Lascelles London have been making clocks that follow current trends in interior design but yet have a definite 

link to the past. The design team captures the essence of past periods like Art Deco, 50's Retro and Victorian 

Classics to give each clock their authentic feel. It's this attention to style and detail that people genuinely 

appreciate about the Roger Lascelles clocks and sets them apart from others.  

 

This season, we are launching new funky deco along with timeless retro clocks to add a touch of colour, a 

cutting edge oak cased clock to pair with the contemporary copper styles and new alarms. We are also  

delighted to offer a range of Smiths trademarked wall and mantel clocks, influenced by much of the Smiths 

style and design, as a tribute to undoubtedly the greatest British clock manufacturer of the 20th Century. 

Discover also our new personalised clocks - the perfect gift for any occasion !  

 

 

A curated combination of boundary-pushing use of designs and material that will instantly boost the appeal of 

any room. A bold mixture of past and present that are ideal in both domestic and commercial interiors.  

 

“Our vision is to continue to build on our strengths in design and quality to bring our customers the very best 

products to add style, glamour and luxury to their interiors.” 

 

Gerard Bendien 

 

We work with some of the most prestigious design led stores including  Liberty, John Lewis, Mark & Spencer, 

Heals, Debenhams, Laura Ashley in the UK / Gump’s in the USA / El Corte ingles in Spain / Roche Bobois in 

France besides many more department and independent stores,  museums such as Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, 

Imperial war museum in London, and interior designers worldwide. 

 

For more information about our brand, press features and collections, please visit www.brookpace.co.uk & 
www.rogerlascelles.com 

http://www.brookpace.co.uk/
http://www.rogerlascelles.com/

